Recent AI applications such as Collaborative Intelligence with neural networks involve transferring deep feature tensors between various computing devices. This necessitates tensor compression in order to optimize the usage of bandwidthconstrained channels between devices. In this paper we present a prediction scheme called Back-and-Forth (BaF) prediction, developed for deep feature tensors, which allows us to dramatically reduce tensor size and improve its compressibility. Our experiments with a state-of-the-art object detector demonstrate that the proposed method allows us to significantly reduce the number of bits needed for compressing feature tensors extracted from deep within the model, with negligible degradation of the detection performance and without requiring any retraining of the network weights. We achieve a 62% and 75% reduction in tensor size while keeping the loss in accuracy of the network to less than 1% and 2%, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
With the stunning success of deep neural networks (DNN) over the last several years, AI-enabled devices have been present in practice for a multitude of application scenarios [1] . One straightforward realization is to operate the entire neural network on a mobile device (mobile-only approach), but it can consume available resources quickly. The most common approach nowadays is to use the mobile device as a sensor to acquire the data, then transfer it to the cloud in order to run a complex DNN (cloud-only approach). However, this approach can cause congestion problems due to the growth of the volume of data transmitted over the network and the number of devices linked to the cloud. To address this problem, recent studies in collaborative intelligence have developed optimized deployment strategies [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
The key idea of the collaborative intelligence is to split a DNN such that the computational workload between the mobile device and the cloud is optimized in terms of latency and energy consumption. Furthermore, considering the impact of the volume of data on the congestion problem, it is desirable to compress and transfer a lesser volume of data to the cloud, unless the inference performance loss is large [3] . Previous studies [4, 5] have explored the efficacy of compressing deep feature tensors using conventional standard codecs, in the context of object detection and image classification. Also, [6] suggests a method to first reduce the dimensionality of the deep feature tensor, then compress it using a codec.
In this paper, we propose an alternative method for dimensionality reduction of deep feature tensors produced by a state-of-the-art object detector. Our approach involves selecting a subset of tensor channels from which other channels can be predicted, compressing only this subset, and restoring the whole tensor in the cloud with negligible loss to the object detection accuracy. The key contributions of this method are:
• We propose a deep feature tensor compression method, in which a selected subset of channels of the tensor are quantized, compressed, and then transferred to the cloud. • We introduce a novel back-and-forth prediction method to restore the original tensor from the compressed subtensor.
We briefly review related work in Section 2, and in Section 3 we present the details of the proposed method. Experimental results are presented in Section 4, followed by conclusions in Section 5.
PRIOR WORK
Recent studies [3] [4] [5] [6] have discussed various methods to compress deep feature tensors transmitted to the cloud. In [3] , a feature map quantized to 8 bits was compressed by PNG, which is a lossless compression tool, so that the degradation of inference accuracy was negligible. However, the compression ratio was limited. Choi et al. [4] studied lossy coding of compressed deep features in the context of high-accuracy object detection [8] . For lossy coding, HEVC [9] was employed, and it achieved up to a 70% reduction in coded tensor size, while preserving the same mean Average Precision (mAP). For lossless coding, [5] customized a lossless codec based on a statistical analysis of deep features from different DNNs and demonstrated that the proposed lossless tool on average marginally outperforms the latest lossless codecs such as HEVC and VP9 for four different DNNs. More recently, [7] inserted an extra autoencoder between the split sub-networks such that further dimension reduction and restoration of tensor data are conducted before and after JPEG compression, respectively. Furthermore, a training strategy referred to as compression-aware training was introduced to fully incorporate the inserted block into the target DNN. After end-to-end training from scratch, an 80% reduction in bits with less than 2% accuracy drop compared to the cloud-only approach is reported in the context of image classification. However, it is not clear how accurately the inserted block restores the input tensor. Moreover, this approach necessitates end-to-end training to gain the reported performance. In contrast, our work straightforwardly focuses on restoration of the deep feature data with the proposed tensor compression, which does not require end-to-end retraining. In the next section, we present how our proposed method predicts the original tensor using the compressed data as an input of a small trainable block along with the pre-trained weights of the given network such that the loss of inference accuracy is minimized without requiring end-to-end training.
PROPOSED METHOD
The components making a convolutional neural network include convolution, activation (σ) and/or batch normalization (BN) [10] . The relationship between the input and the output at the l-th layer in a network is
denotes the matrix summation of outputs of the convolution operation * across channels. BN(·) is a linear function, but σ(·) is typically a non-linear function. Previous studies suggest methods that compress the output tensors of the activation function. In contrast, we propose to split a network before the activation function within the l-th layer.
Specifically, this paper explores the proposed method with a state-of-the-art object detection model, YOLO version 3 (YOLO-v3) [11] . Due to the complex structures of this network such as residual connections and multi-scale detection, there are not many candidate layers at which to cut, when considering the volume of tensor data and computational complexity. One good candidate is layer l = 12, comprising convolutions with a stride of 2 and filter size L = 3, followed by BN and σ, because not only the data volume to compress is smallest among other candidates, but also residual connections do not pass around that layer.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the last computation on the mobile device and the first computation in the cloud are BN and σ of the l-th layer, respectively. Let Z (l) p be the p-th channel of the output of BN, and let
be the corresponding tensor with all P channels. After the BN computation, we select a subset of C channels, C < P , from the BN output based on pre-computed statistics, as described below. Let the resulting tensor with C channels be denoted Z (l) C . We quantize and compress Z (l) C for transfer to the cloud. In the cloud, the compressed tensor is reconstructed to Z (l) C . In order to restore the complete tensor with P channels, we employ a small trainable network block as shown in Fig. 2 , referred to as Back-and-Forth (BaF) prediction, using Z Q ] of all the input channels to layer l, i.e. a backward prediction, then the l-th layer filters and BN are applied to X (l) to generate a forward prediction of all channels of the BN output, Z (l) . Finally, the generated tensor goes through the activation function in the l-th layer and through the remaining layers of the deep network.
Channel selection
In order to reduce the volume of tensor data to compress, we first select C out of P channels of the BN output at layer l. Note that this selection process does not add to the complexity of network because indices of selected channels are predetermined by offline analysis. Since the selected channels will be used to predict the input of the l-th layer, X (l) q , we choose the BN output channels Z (l) p that are the most correlated with the input channels X (l) q . Note that, due to a stride of 2, the size of X 
wherez p andx q,s represent the mean values of z p and x q,s , respectively. So ρ p,q is the average of the absolute correlation coefficients between Z 
We repeat this selection process with the remaining channels until all C channels have been processed, resulting in an ordered list of C channels Z (l) p based on decreasing correlation with all X (l) q . To compute the coefficients for a given pretrained network, we use the network weights up to the l-th layer, along with a randomly selected set of 1k images from the 2014 COCO training dataset [12] as input to the network.
Quantization and tiling
In order to compress the selected channels, we first apply nbit uniform scalar quantization to each channel separately and cast floats to integers:
where Q Z p are transmitted to the cloud as side information, and the extra C · 32 bits needed for these values is included in the total bit counts in our experiments. The quantized channels are rearranged into a tiled image for compression using a conventional image codec. To make the tiled image rectangular in shape, the number of channels arranged over the width and height of the tiled image are ceil 1 2 log 2 C and floor 1 2 log 2 C , respectively. Here, ceil(·) and floor(·) represent ceiling and flooring to the nearest integer. To avoid any empty areas in the tiled image, we always choose C to be a power of 2.
Back-and-forth prediction
When the compressed bitstream arrives in the cloud, the tiled image is decompressed and rearranged back into the quan-tized set of sub-channels. Next, inverse quantization is performed:
Because only a subset of C of the original P channels were transmitted, it is necessary to restore the other channels to complete the inference task in the cloud. This is accomplished using a trainable network shown in Fig. 2 . Our approach consists of two processes: backward prediction and forward prediction, hence the name Back-and-Forth (BaF) prediction. The beginning of the backward process is to do inverse BN, and then the trainable network in Fig. 2 essentially needs to perform deconvolution from a limited number of channels. The deconvolution network consists of four convolutional layers having 3×3 kernels followed by PReLU activations, except for the last convolutional layer which has identity activation. The output of the deconvolution network is an estimate of all input channels of the l-th layer, X (l) . Due to the resolution differences between Z (l) C and X (l) , the first convolutional layer employs an up-sampling operation which increases width and height of the channels by 2. Once X (l) is obtained, the forward predictor is simply the l-th layer convolution and BN, both with pre-trained weights, which produces an estimate of all P channels of the BN output, Z (l) .
Since the BaF predictor generates an estimate of all channels of the BN output of layer l, it not only generates estimates of non-transmitted channels, but it also generates estimates of the transmitted C channels. Hence, for each of the transmitted C channels, we now have two possible choices: Z (l) p , which is generated through BaF prediction, and Z (l) p , which is the result of inverse quantization (5), for p < C. For these C channels, we select the final value of the element (i, j) in channel p as:
where b is the inverse quantized boundary value of the quantizer bin Q Z 
EXPERIMENTS
We demonstrate our proposed method in the context of a recent object detection network, YOLO-v3. For this network, we use the weights provided in [13] , which were pre-trained using the 2014 COCO dataset [12] . Additionally, our proposed BaF prediction network has been trained on the same training dataset, but only for the randomly selected 2M images. To obtain the input to the BaF model, we pass the samples through the first part of the network and save the outputs of BN in layer l = 12 as files. Because the input resolution of the YOLO-v3 network is 512 × 512, the dimension of the output tensor (N × M × P ) at the 12th layer is 64 × 64 × 256. The loss function, referred to as Charbonnier penalty function [14] , used to optimize the BaF prediction is defined by
where the sum ( ) accumulates all elements over three dimensions, and the regularization constant = 10 −3 . The consolidation function of (6) is ignored while training. We trained the BaF network on a GeForce GTX 1080 GPU with 12GB memory over 7.5M iterations.
To evaluate the prediction performance of the proposed method, separate BaF models for C = {8, 16, 32, 64, 128} channels and n = 8 bits are trained. The tensors predicted by these models are input to the remaining object detection subnetwork in the cloud in order to obtain mAP values. For testing, about 5k images from the 2014 COCO validation dataset (separate from the training dataset) are used. Fig. 3 presents mAP with respect to the number of channels. The benchmark unmodified YOLO-v3 mAP is 55.85%, as indicated in red. With 128 channels, there is no loss in mAP. With 64 channels, the mAP is 55.26%, which is a degradation of less than 1% compared to the benchmark. Hence, a good balance between coding efficiency and near-lossless mAP performance is achieved using the proposed method with only a quarter of the channels from the complete tensor.
In Fig. 4 , we demonstrate the impact of quantization with n = {2, 3, 4, .., 8} on the proposed method when C = 64. To compress the tiled quantized tensors, we use the lossless Fig. 4 . Performance comparison against cloud-only approach codec FLIF [15] , as it adaptively supports low precision samples, or we use the lossless tensor compression method of [5] . We individually train BaF models with respect to n and compare the performance against the cloud-only, i.e. unmodified YOLO-v3 approach. For comparison, we use the method of [4] to compress all channels quantized with 8-bit, using HEVC with different quantization (QP) parameters. The percentage beside some data points in the plot denotes the compression ratio compared to the cloud-only approach, i.e. the reduction in file size of the compressed tensor vs. the compressed image input to an unmodified network. Therefore, we achieve about 55% and 72% in bits savings by allowing less than 1% and 2% mAP loss, respectively. In terms of BD-Bitrate-mAP [4] , the proposed method saves over 90% compared to the case compressing all channels using HEVC. Additionally, we further compress the 6-bit version of the quantized tensor using HEVC, as demonstrated by the purple curve. We achieve 3-8% extra improvement for the same mAP as compared to using FLIF, resulting in an overall 62% and 75% bit savings for less than 1% and 2% mAP loss, respectively. Moreover, this approach even outperforms the case when JPEG images are transcoded by HEVC after colorsub sampling, by about 1-2% in terms BD-Bitrate-mAP.
CONCLUSION

